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Abstract
The Lower Mississippian interval comprises a single, third-order, eustatic cycle
subdivided lithostratigraphically into the St. Joe Limestone (Hopkins 1893) and overlying Boone
Formation (Branner 1891, Simonds 1891) with type areas in northern Arkansas. Coeval,
homotaxial limestones occur in adjacent southwestern Missouri and northeastern Oklahoma.
Missouri formation names for the St. Joe interval are recognized in Arkansas as members
(ascending order): Bachelor, Compton, Northview, Pierson. The Boone interval in Missouri is
represented by the (ascending order): Reeds Spring, Elsey, Burlington-Keokuk undifferentiated,
but utilization of those names in Arkansas is problematic. in northern Arkansas, the Boone
Formation is subdivided into informal lower and upper members based on chert development:
lower with black to gray, penecontemporaneous chert; upper with white to light gray, later
diagenetic chert. In adjacent northeastern Oklahoma, the nomenclature is a mixture of the
Arkansas and Missouri names, but chert development is not used lithostratigraphically. The St.
Joe Limestone rests unconformably on the Chattanooga Shale (Upper Devonian-Lower
Mississippian) or older units marking the initial transgression of the Kaskaskian II Cycle (Vail et
al. 1977). Thin-bedded, St. Joe crinozoan packstones represent bioclastic sediment and carbonate
mud transported from its origin on the Burlington Platform (now Missouri), and down the
adjacent northern Arkansas ramp in a lobate manner. Distal limestones are condensed and
replaced by shale beyond the ramp. A brief drop in sea level represented by the terrigenous
Northview Member, was followed by continued transgression through Pierson deposition,
reaching maximum flooding without a break in the lower Boone (=Reeds Spring) represented by
calcisiltites and penecontemporaneous chert. Highstand and regression are recorded in the upper
Boone as rapidly deposited crinoidal packstones and grainstones with later diagenetic chert

replacement. Previous studies of the boundary between the St. Joe and Boone Intervals suggest
that an angular unconformity is present. This study will conduct extensive research in the form of
measured sections, petrographic analysis, insoluble residue analysis, and SEM/EDX analysis to
determine the true nature of this contact.
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Introduction

The Lower Mississippian interval in the southern midcontinent comprises a single, thirdorder, eustatic, marine cycle representing the Kinderhookian and most of the Osagean Series.
The Lower Mississippian System is subdivided lithostratigraphically into the St. Joe Limestone
(Hopkins 1893) and overlying Boone Formation (Branner 1891, Simonds 1891) with type areas
for both of these formations located in northern Arkansas. The Lower Mississippian succession
is the thickest post-Ordovician, pre-Middle Pennsylvanian interval deposited across the Tri-State
area of Arkansas, Missouri, and Oklahoma. Although coeval, homotaxial limestones occur in
adjacent southwestern Missouri and northeastern Oklahoma, neither Arkansas name, which has
priority, is applied. Missouri formation names (see Thompson, 1986) for the St. Joe interval are
recognized in Arkansas as members (ascending order): Bachelor, Compton, Northview, and
Pierson. The Boone interval in Missouri is represented by the (ascending order): Reeds Spring,
Elsey, and Burlington-Keokuk undifferentiated (Thompson and Fellow, 1970; Thompson, 1986),
but utilization of those names in Arkansas remains problematic. Chert development and
characteristics associated with the Boone Formation in northern Arkansas have not been applied
to the equivalent succession in Missouri. Consequently, in northern Arkansas, the Boone
Formation is subdivided into informal lower and upper members based on chert development:
lower with black to gray, penecontemporaneous chert; upper with white to light gray, later
diagenetic chert. In adjacent northeastern Oklahoma, the nomenclature is a mixture of the
Arkansas and Missouri names, but chert development is not used lithostratigraphically. Across
northern Arkansas, the St. Joe Limestone rests unconformably on the Chattanooga Shale (Upper
Devonian-Lower Mississippian) or units as old as the Middle Ordovician Everton Formation
(Manger, Shelby, and Farris, 1988), marking the initial transgression of the Kaskaskian II Cycle
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(Vail et al. 1977). Thin-bedded, crinozoan packstones of the St. Joe consist of bioclastic
sediment and carbonate mud transported from the Burlington Platform and deposited down the
adjacent northern Arkansas ramp in a lobate manner (Shelby, 1986a;1986b). Distal limestones
are condensed and laterally equivalent to shale beyond the ramp setting (Shelby, 1986a). A brief
drop in sea level, represented by deposits of the terrigenous Northview Member, was followed
by continued transgression through Pierson Member deposition, reaching maximum flooding
without a break in the lower Boone (Reeds Spring) represented by calcisiltites and
penecontemporaneous chert. Highstand and regression are recorded in the upper Boone as
rapidly deposited crinoidal packstones and grainstones with later diagenetic chert replacement.
Recent attempts to revise the Tri-State Lower Mississippian lithostratigraphic nomenclature
(Mazzullo and others, 2013) have created significant problems with both the nomenclature as
well as interpretations of the depositional dynamics. The current understanding of all aspects of
the stratigraphy of the St. Joe-Boone interval lacks consistency and is in need of review and
significant reevaluation.
Study Location
The study area for this thesis includes exposures within the Tri-State area of northwest
Arkansas, southwest Missouri, and northeast Oklahoma (Figure 1). The complete succession of
the Lower Mississippian carbonates can be found across this area, predominantly within
roadcuts. These exposures provide a great area to study the complete Lower Mississippian
succession. For this study, there were five outcrops of great interest located by latitude and
longitude in Pineville, Missouri (36.56499, -94.35352), Branson, Missouri (36.62801, 93.22329), Jane, Missouri (36.54613, -94.32614), Omaha, Arkansas (36.45931, -93.21931), and
Kansas, Oklahoma (36.2112, -94.77138) (Figure 1). These five outcrops span more than a 902

mile area in an East-West direction parallel to what would have been the slope of the Burlington
Shelf during the Early Mississippian. The Tri-State area is host to a plethora of Lower
Mississippian exposures, however, these five were chosen because of their quality, completeness
in section and relevance to other lithostratigraphic studies involved with the Lower
Mississippian. For a comprehensive list of Mississippian exposures that have been examined or
reviewed see Appendix 1.
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Figure 1: Map of outcrops across the Tri-State area. Outcrop localities in Arkansas (Bella Vista, Omaha, South Siloam Springs),
Missouri (Branson, Jane, and Pineville), and Oklahoma (Kansas). Locations 1, 2, 3, 6, and 7 are the five outcrops sampled in this
study (Google Earth, 2018).

Geologic Setting
The Tri-State region of the southern Ozarks includes portions of northwestern Arkansas,
southwestern Missouri, and northeastern Oklahoma exposing Paleozoic strata at the surface
(Figure 1). This area includes portions of three broader geologic provinces: the Ozark Dome and
Arkoma Basin of southern Missouri and northern Arkansas, and the Cherokee Platform in
northeastern Oklahoma (Figure 2). The south flank of the Ozark Dome comprises three plateau
surfaces: Salem, Springfield and Boston Mountains, capped respectively by Lower Ordovician,
Lower Mississippian and Middle Pennsylvanian strata (Figure 2).
The Ozark Dome is a broad, asymmetrical, cratonic uplift cored by Precambrian granite
and rhyolite exposed in the St. Francois Mountains region of southeastern Missouri (Figure 2).
The Paleozoic sedimentary record surrounding the core is dominated by thick carbonate intervals
with subordinate terrigenous clastics bound by unconformities reflecting occasional domal
uplifts. The Ozark Dome was not emergent during the time of Mississippian deposition, because
no major facies changes exist in the carbonate record surrounding the positive feature (Figures 3
and 4). The overlying Paleozoic sedimentary section dips radially away from the core of the
dome in southeastern Missouri (Minor 2013). Three plateaus are developed on the southern and
western margins of the dome reflecting dips at less than 1º toward northern Arkansas and
northeastern Oklahoma (Chinn and Konig, 1973 (Figure 2).
The Arkoma Basin forms the southern margin of the Ozark Dome as a foreland basin
that formed in response to the Ouachita Orogeny beginning in the Middle Pennsylvanian. The
western margin of the Ozark Dome is continuous with the Cherokee Platform in eastern
Oklahoma that reflects a cratonic setting with a transgressive-regressive history of deposition by
epeiric seas (Figures 3 and 4).
5

As mentioned above, the southern and western margins of the Ozark Dome consist of
three plateaus (Salem, Springfield, and Boston Mountain Plateau). The Springfield Plateau
covers the Tri-State area of southwest Missouri, Northern Arkansas, and northeast Oklahoma. It
is capped by Lower Mississippian strata in the Boone Formation and St. Joe Limestone, which
consists predominantly of limestone and chert. In this area the Lower Mississippian rests
unconformably on strata of Devonian or Middle Ordovician age. The Salem Plateau has the
largest aerial extent that covers most of southern Missouri and northern Arkansas, representing
the greatest covering of land by seas, in the southern midcontinent. The Salem Plateau primarily
consists of Lower Ordovician dolomites and limestones. The Boston Mountains Plateau is the
youngest (Upper Mississippian-Pennsylvanian) plateau in northern Arkansas and is formed by
Upper Mississippian and Pennsylvanian rocks capped by the Atoka Formation (Middle Atokan).
During the Lower Mississippian, the supercontinent of Laurussia (consisting of present
day North America) existed between 20° and 30° latitude in the southern hemisphere within the
limestone belt (Figure 3). Widespread carbonate deposition occurred across a broad, shallow
carbonate platform known as the Burlington Shelf, which occupied a majority of the cratonic
interior. Deposition in the Tri-State area reflects a transition from a carbonate platform to a ramp
descending away from the cratonic margin.

6

Figure 2: Geologic provinces of the Tri-State region. Springfield Plateau shown flanking the
south and west sides of the Ozark Dome dipping from southwestern Missouri into northwest
Arkansas and northeastern Oklahoma. The Salem, Springfield, and Boston Mountains Plateaus
grade into the Cherokee Platform to the west (Bello, 2017). Study Area outlined by the red box.
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Figure 3: Map depicting the Early Mississippian Paleogeography showing shallow seas across
much of the mid-continent. Color Code: light blue = shallow water, dark blue = deep water, light
gray =lowlands, green and tan = highlands. Study Area outlined by the red box. (Blakey, 2009)
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Figure 4: Lower Mississippian Paleogeogeoraphy and distribution of
lithofacies associated with the Burlington Shelf in the southern portion of
the North American Craton. (Modified after Gutschick and Sandberg,
1983)
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Purpose and Scope
Previous work on the Lower Mississippian in the Tri-State area suggests that an angular
unconformity exists at the St. Joe – Boone contact (Mazzullo and others, 2103). The purpose of
this study is to evaluate the Lower Mississippian interval (St. Joe – Boone) in a lithostratigraphic
and sequence stratigraphic manner. Listed below are revisions of outcrop lithostratigraphic
nomenclature to the Lower Mississippian system that have been proposed by Mazzullo and
others (2013) that will be investigated and discussed in this study.

1) Proposed that the St. Joe and Boone names be raised to Group status.
2) Elevated the Bachelor member in the St. Joe to formation status.
3) Suppress the Baird Mountain Member of the Northview Shale, the Northview is regarded
as a formation in Missouri.
4) Propose that the boundary between the St. Joe and Boone Formation is an angular
unconformity.

To resolve the problems discussed previously, field work was conducted in the form of
measuring a series of sections across the Tri-State area. These measured sections were used to
create cross sections and a sequence stratigraphic model for the Lower Mississippian. Thin
section analysis examined different intervals comprising the St. Joe – Boone succession more
specifically the contact between these two intervals. Most importantly insoluble residue analysis
specifically examined at the St. Joe-Boone contact to revise the current contention that this
contact is an angular unconformity (Mazzullo and others, 2013). Samples were taken from five
different outcrops where the St. Joe - Boone contact is present. Six samples were taken from
10

each, three from above the contact and three from below. These samples were the basis for thin
section study along the contact of St. Joe and Boone Formation to provide a depositional
characterization.
Previous Investigations
The Lower Mississippian succession (St. Joe–Boone) has been described by numerous
geologists since its initial recognition by Hopkins in 1893 (St. Joe), and, Branner in 1891
(Boone). Since then, these units have been subdivided and renamed numerous times across the
Tri-State region.
General descriptions of the Boone Formation have been published by Branner (1891),
Simonds (1891), and Purdue and Miser (1916). Kaiser (1950) studied the stratigraphy of the
Lower Mississippian in southwestern Missouri and proposed correlations of the Mississippian
rocks in Missouri to those of northern Arkansas and northeastern Oklahoma.
Thompson and Fellowes (1970) summarized the conodont assemblages and succession
through the Kinderhookian and Osagean rocks in the Tri-State area. Their outcrop study included
extensive biostratigraphic data to help delineate individual Kinderhookian and Osagean units
across the Tri-State area.
Mazzullo and others (2013) published a revision of outcrop lithostratigraphic
nomenclature in the Lower Mississippian in southwest Missouri, northwest Arkansas, and
northeast Oklahoma. In this paper, they suggest that the names St. Joe and Boone be raised to
Group status; elevated the Bachelor to formation status; suppressed the Baird Mountain Member
of the Northview Shale; suppressed the Elsey Formation; suppressed the Burlington and Keokuk
and proposed that it be named the Bentonville Formation; formally named the Buffalo River
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tripolite facies, the White River tripolite facies, and the Pineville tripolite facies. They also
suggest that the St. Joe-Boone (Pierson-Reeds Spring) contact is an angular unconformity.
Lower Mississippian Lithostratigraphy
The lithostratigraphic nomenclature for the Lower Mississippian succession in the TriState area of northern Arkansas, southwestern Missouri, and northeastern Oklahoma have
traditionally recognized a chert-free limestone interval succeeded by a chert-bearing limestone
interval (St. Joe-Boone). However, application of lithostratigraphic nomenclature is inconsistent,
making the understanding of St. Joe-Boone interval difficult.

Figure 5: Lower Mississippian Lithostratigraphic Nomenclature, Tri-State Region, Southern
Ozarks (Manger and Thompson, 1982).
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St. Joe Limestone
The St. Joe Limestone was proposed by Hopkins (1893) as the basal, chert-free member
of the Boone Formation from railroad cut exposures near St. Joe, Searcy County, Arkansas, but
no type locality was designated. Historically, the interval has been regarded as a formation (Cline
1934, Kaiser 1950), and a group (Beveridge and Clark 1952, Huffman 1958), but the Arkansas
Geological Survey continues usage as a member, even though the St. Joe was mapped as a
discrete interval on the first Geologic Map of Arkansas (Miser and Stose, 1929), Thompson and
Fellows (1970) proposed a primary reference section at an abandoned quarry along the
abandoned Missouri-North Arkansas railroad right-of-way, two miles northwest of St. Joe,
Searcy County, Arkansas.
The St. Joe Limestone represents the base of the Mississippian interval in northern
Arkansas and northeastern Oklahoma, however in adjacent southwestern Missouri, the name has
been abandoned. Instead, the interval in Missouri has been subdivided into the Bachelor,
Compton, Northview and Pierson Formations (in ascending order) (Thompson and Fellows
1970, Thompson 1986). Although condensed, the southwestern Missouri lithostratigraphic
divisions can be recognized across most of the Lower Mississippian outcrop belt in Arkansas,
but nomenclatorially, there is a significant “state-line fault” between northern Arkansas and
southwestern Missouri. To clarify regional relationships, the St. Joe was elevated to formational
rank with the Missouri units as members (Manger and Shanks 1977, Manger, Shelby, and Farris
1988, Manger and Shelby 2000).
Along the Mississippian outcrop belt in northern Arkansas, the St. Joe thins and
condenses to the east, represented by only 3ft 8in at Walls Ferry, Independence County.
Although thin, this interval contains the Kinderhookian-Osagean boundary based on conodonts
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(Thompson and Fellows 1970, Manger et al. 1988). The St. Joe pinches out down-ramp and
cannot be identified in the subsurface south of the latitude of Washington-Crawford County line
(Shelby 1986a; 1986b; Manger and Shelby 2000). Both the Bachelor and Northview also pinchout within the St. Joe interval to the east along the outcrop belt and into the subsurface (Shelby
1986, Manger and Shelby 2000). The base of the Middle Kinderhookian Bachelor Member is an
erosional disconformity. Where it succeeds the Chattanooga Shale, it occurs as green, calcareous
shale. It is an orthoquartzitic sandstone, commonly with a gravel fraction of phosphate-replaced
limestone, or occasionally a sandstone-shale couplet, when it overlies older strata. The
Northview represents a green, calcareous siltstone and shale that briefly interrupted St. Joe
limestone deposition, due to a relative drop in sea level of short duration. The KinderhookianOsagean boundary based on conodonts occurs at the Northview-Pierson contact or within the
first foot of the Pierson (Manger et al. 1988). Where the Northview is absent, the Compton and
Pierson are indistinguishable, and the St. Joe is undifferentiated. In northeastern Oklahoma, the
St. Joe is accorded group status, and the Missouri formations, except the Bachelor, can be
recognized (Huffman 1958). As in Arkansas, where the Bachelor and Northview are absent, the
St. Joe is undifferentiated.
Boone Formation
The Boone Formation is the oldest valid formation name applied to the Osagean (Lower
Mississippian) interval succeeding the St. Joe in northern Arkansas (Branner 1891, Simonds
1891) (Figure 5). The name is credited to Branner by page priority, and is taken from Boone
County, Arkansas, although no type section has been designated (Wilmarth 1938). As defined,
the Boone Formation is a chert-bearing, crinozoan packstone-wackestone interval, reaching 300350 feet, and forming most of the Springfield Plateau. In southwestern Missouri, the equivalent
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interval is divided into formations designated (ascending order): The Reeds Spring, Elsey,
Burlington-Keokuk undifferentiated (Thompson 1986). Although chert-bearing, that lithologic
characteristic is not utilized in recognizing these lithostratigraphic divisions (Figure 5).
Deposition of the Boone interval was significantly faster than that of the St. Joe, which has
diluted conodont occurrences making biostratigraphic correlation to southern Missouri difficult
and lithostratigraphic assignment problematic. Consequently, the name Boone is retained in
Arkansas, but the interval has been divided only informally into lower and upper members based
on carbonate texture and chert development (Manger and Shelby 2000). The lower Boone
interval was deposited below effective wave-base and is characterized by calcisiltites, and
penecontemporaneous chert - dark, nodular, poorly bedded chert that disrupts bedding, and
exhibits compaction features, indicating deposition prior to lithification. The upper Boone
limestones exhibits shallowing upward deposition, mostly within effective wave-base and exhibit
a framework of bioclastic grains of sand to gravel size, usually crinozoan detritus. The upper
Boone is characterized by later diagenetic chert - white-light gray, selectively replacing the finer
portions of the component limestones along the bedding planes as a groundwater phenomenon
producing an apparently coeval, interbedded limestone-chert succession.
In northeastern Oklahoma, Huffman (1958) proposed an unconformable relationship
without discussion in the Lower Mississippian succession based on fossil occurrences. He
assigned an interval of thinly, interbedded dark chert and fine-grained limestone to the Reeds
Spring, succeeded by massive crinoidal limestone with mostly white to buff fossiliferous chert,
that he assigned to the Keokuk (Huffman 1958). Since he could not recognize the Elsey or
Burlington biostratigraphically, he assumed that there was an unconformity in the Osagean
portion of the section (Figure 5).
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Figure 6: Outcrop located in Bella Vista, AR (36.45486, -94.24296) showing the St. Joe (a
portion of the Lower Mississippian succession). The red line represents the Base of the St. Joe
sitting unconformable on the Chattanooga. The yellow line represents the contact between the
St. Joe and Boone.
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The Short Creek Oolite (Smith and Siebenthal 1907), with a type section in Cherokee
County, southeastern Kansas, is a formally named member recognized across the Tri-State area,
including the Boone Formation in northern Arkansas (McFarland 2004). This distinctive unit,
usually thin, but reaching over 25 feet at the War Eagle Quarry (Lesle 1984; Jayne, Chandler,
and Manger 2017), is also interpreted as a down-ramp grain flow, rather than oolite shoal, that
developed during the regressive phase of Boone deposition (Lisle 1984; Jayne, Chandler, and
Manger 2017). Few Boone exposures preserve the Short Creek, suggesting brief, localized
development of oolite shoals that were destroyed and the ooliths dispersed during the Boone
regression.

Reeds Spring (Lower Boone)

Pierson

Figure 7: Outcrop located in Pineville, MO (36.564950, -94.353243) showing the contact
between the St. Joe and Reeds Spring (Boone Formation).
17

Lower Mississippian Sequence Stratigraphy
The Kaskaskia Sequence of the North American midcontinent encompasses the Devonian
and Mississippian Period (Sloss 1963, 1982, Vail et al. 1977). Sloss (1982) subdivided the
Kaskaskia sequence into two second-order sequences: Kaskaskia I - Middle Devonian through
the Lower Mississippian Kinderhookian Series, and Kaskaskia II – Osagean through the upper
Chesterian Series. Subsequent usage has restricted the Kaskaskia I to the Devonian, and
Kaskaskia II to the Mississippian (Vail et al. 1977; Ross and Ross 1987). The maximum flooding
events of the first- and second-order Kaskaskian cycles occurred at about the KinderhookianOsagean boundary. The Kaskaskia II second order cycle encompasses two third-order cycles.
The maximum flooding event of the lower Kaskaskia II third-order cycle also occurs at about the
Kinderhookian-Osagean boundary (Ross and Ross 1987). The lower Kaskaskia II third-order
cycle may comprise as many as five fourth-order cycles (Ross and Ross 1987). Type 1
unconformities, produced when sea level drops below the edge of the continental shelf mark the
coeval first- through third-order cycle boundaries, and serve as the basis for the differentiation of
the Kaskaskia I and II cycles. In the southern Ozarks, the third-order cycle comprising the St. Joe
– Boone interval (Lower Mississippian) rests unconformably on the Chattanooga Shale (Upper
Devonian-Lower Mississippian) or older units marking the initial transgression of the
Kaskaskian II Cycle. The regressive phase of the Kaskaskia II cycle at the top of the Boone
Formation produced a Type 1 unconformity overlain by Meramecian or younger strata in the TriState region.
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Figure 8: Lower Mississippian stratigraphic column showing the third order cycle of the St. JoeBoone interval.
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Depositional Dynamics
Depositional models assist in the understanding of sediment dispersal, facies, stacking
patterns, and geometries of any given formation. Within the Lower Mississippian this becomes
extremely important as the St. Joe and Boone intervals are predominantly transported carbonate
material alternating between crinoidal-bryozoan grainstones and packstones, as well as
calcisiltites. Each of these different lithologies represents a difference in depositional
environment and related energy that is directly related to changes in eustatic sea level and
carbonate production.
The entire Lower Mississippian succession preserved in northern Arkansas represents
transported carbonates that originated as the result of biological activity: green algae produced
the carbonate mud, while the associated sand and gravel size fractions represent marine reworked
skeletal remains of invertebrates, particularly, crinozoans, bryozoans and articulate brachiopods.
This “Carbonate Factory” occupied most of the North American midcontinent that was covered
by warm, shallow seas. The Burlington Shelf (Lane 1978), which occupied what is mostly the
State of Missouri now, produced the carbonate mud and grains that were transported down-ramp
in northern Arkansas by current and gravity driven processes. Other similar depositional settings
developed across the midcontinent during its greatest covering by shallow, continental seas
between the Lower Ordovician and the Cretaceous. Sunlight illuminated the seafloor promoting
the growth of the green algae and the life cycles of microscopic plants and animals that would
serve as the food source for the invertebrates that were all filter-feeders. Life and death processes
occurred within effective wave-base, which disarticulated both algae and invertebrates, and
provided the energy to move this sediment toward the craton margin and down the adjacent ramp
in a lobate manner. Although these Lower Mississippian limestones are bioclastic, the faunal
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diversity is quite limited. Crinozoan detritus comprises nearly all the bioclasts across the St. Joe
and Boone Formations. The abundance of crinoids and limited contribution or absence of other
invertebrates reflects the high rate of deposition and instability on the Burlington Shelf. Most
Paleozoic invertebrates prefer a low rate of sedimentation and stable substratum, because a
constantly moving substratum would bury both sessile and infaunal organisms (Purdy 1963a, b,
Ball 1967).
If modern analogues can be applied, green algae living on the Burlington Shelf wouldn’t
be affected by burial because their life spans are too short. They lack roots, but the external
thallus can form a holdfast, and they can withstand modest storms. For the crinoids, their long
stalks provided protection from burial and allowed them to exploit a food supply higher in the
water column. In contrast, smaller sessile invertebrates, such as brachiopods, could easily be
covered by modest sedimentation rates and periodic storm activity. Consequently, crinoids and
organisms with mutual, commensal, or symbiotic relationships with them would likely be the
only invertebrates preserved in the Lower Mississippian sediments (Figure 9).

Figure 9: Generalized regional depositional setting of the St. Joe-Boone Interval, modified after
Shelby, 1986a.
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The St. Joe Limestone consists of the Bachelor, Compton, Northview, and Pierson (in
ascending order), The Bachelor Member (Mehl, 1960) marks the initial transgression of the sea
as light colored, quartzarenitic sandstones, green calcareous shale, or the two as a couplet,
depending upon the regional location. Overlaying the Bachelor are the first carbonates in the
form of a grain dominated, crinoidal-bryozoan packstone to grainstone now designated as the
Compton Member (Moore, 1928). The Northview (Weller, 1901) overlays the Compton as a
green calcareous shale or marlstone marking a slight drop in sea level during this transgressive
sequence. Following this slight regression, the transgression of this third-order cycle continued
by depositing the Pierson Member (Weller, 1901) of the St. Joe Formation. The Pierson looks
very similar lithologically to the Compton Member (a crinoidal-bryozoan packstone to
grainstone). Where the Northview is absent, the Compton and Pierson Members are almost
undistinguishable from each other. The Lower Boone overlies the St. Joe representing the
maximum flooding interval (MFI) of this third-order transgressive-regressive cycle. The Upper
Boone represents the HST and RST sequences, these become more grain dominated up section in
response to lowering of effective wave base during the regressive phase.
The St. Joe and Boone Formations are characterized by high energy deposits (grainstones
and packstones) transported basinward from the Burlington Shelf located in present day
Missouri. These deposits are representative of shelf-margin environments. The carbonates over
the St. Joe-Boone interval are all transported sediments deposited down ramp in a lobate manner,
meaning that masses of sediment moved down the ramp as a single body. These deposits are
very poorly sorted or organized. Throughout the St. Joe and Boone these lobate deposits appear
to have an angular relationship that some (e.g. Mazzulo and others, 2013) interpret as an angular
unconformity. This angular relationship can be explained as multiple lobes transported down
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ramp and interacting with each other. Local scouring by submarine currents further enhanced
these angular relationships. There is also the presence of bedding planes within these carbonate
units, this can be explained by periods of lobate deposition down ramp followed by times of
quite water, where silts and clays have time to settle out of the water column and accumulate on
these carbonate lobes. The quiet periods are quickly followed by more lobate carbonate
deposition over these calcareous shales. Silts and clays that have accumulated over time preserve
bedding planes between the lobate carbonate units (Figure 10). These bedding planes represent
changes in sea level on the fourth and fifth order scale. During times of lower sea level, abundant
amounts of carbonate production on the Burlington can be transported down ramp in a lobate
manner (Figure 10A). As sea levels rise, there is a decrease in carbonate production, due to the
photic zone no longer being present in this area. This allows lighter, finer grained sediments,
such as silts and clays to settle out of the water column and accumulate forming bedding planes
(Figure 10B, 10C). As sea levels decrease the carbonate production on the Burlington Shelf
increases in response to algae and crinozoan activity, and their carbonate components will again
accumulate from transport down ramp in a lobate manner as before (Figure 10D). This cycle
continues throughout the entire Lower Mississippian succession across the Tri-State area.
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Figure 10: Model showing lobate deposition of carbonates with lower sea levels verses times of
higher sea levels where carbonate material does not make it down the ramp allowing silts and
clays to fall out of the water column creating bedding planes.
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Field Methodology
Measured Sections
Measured sections are a very important part of this thesis, it is paramount to gain a
greater understanding of the regional stratigraphy in the Tri-State area. Sections were measured
across three different states (Arkansas, Oklahoma, and Missouri) and span a distance of nearly
90 miles from East to West. Eight measured sections were completed in order to document the
Lower Mississippian interval. These sections were used to create regional cross sections along
strike and dip of the Burlington Shelf and ascending ramp to determine depositional patterns and
processes. These measured sections facilitate facies and sedimentological correlations across this
broad region and allow recognition of sequence boundaries through the Lower Mississippian
succession.
Within the Tri-State area there are many Lower Mississippian outcrops, determining
which outcrops are best suited for this study was based on the literature, specifically from
Mazzullo and others 2013, and the initial work in southern Missouri and northern Arkansas
completed by Thompson and Fellows in 1970. From this previous work there were eight
outcrops of significant interest that would be more than adequate for the purposes of this study.
These sections were measured using a 1.5-meter Jacob’s staff divided into 0.1 meter or
10-centimeter intervals. All outcrops were measured and described starting at the base and
measuring up the section. Breaks were placed at significant facies changes along the profile. This
process is then continued throughout the extent of the outcrop until the entire section has been
described.
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Sampling
The St. Joe – Boone contact within the Lower Mississippian was of particular interest for
sampling. Mazzullo and others 2013 identify the contact between the St. Joe – Boone (Reeds
Spring) as an angular unconformity. This study analyzes this contact at length to determine the
true nature of the boundary between the St. Joe and Boone Formations. Using several types of
analysis, specifically petrographic analysis, insoluble residue analysis, Scanning Electron
Microscope (SEM) and Energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis.
Samples were collected from five of the eight measured outcrops (Figure 11), based upon
their location relative to the Burlington Shelf and outcrops that were used by Mazzullo and
others (2013). At each of these outcrops, there were seven samples collected at a six-inch
interval across the St. Joe-Boone contact. This provided for three samples below the contact
within the St. Joe Formation, one sample located at the contact, and three more samples located
above the contact within the Boone Formation. Each of these samples were analyzed
petrographically and for insoluble residues using SEM/EDX.
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Figure 11: Map of outcrops sampled across the Tri-State area. Outcrop localities in Arkansas (Omaha (2)), Missouri (Branson (1),
Jane (4), and Pineville (3)), and Oklahoma (Kansas (5)) (Google Earth, 2018).

Laboratory Methodology
Petrography
Petrographic analysis was conducted to determine facies changes across the St. JoeBoone interval, specifically at the contact between the two formations. Examinations were
completed on 14 thin sections sampled at specific intervals along two different measured
sections chosen based upon the nature of the St. Joe-Boone contact. At the Pineville section, the
contact between the St. Joe and Boone Formations appears to have an angular relationship. This
outcrop was also used by Mazzullo and others (2013) as their type locality showing the angular
unconformity between the St. Joe and Boone Formations (Figure 7). At this outcrop, seven
samples were taken across the contact between these two formations, at 6-inch intervals. The
second outcrop used in this study is at Kansas, Oklahoma, on the north side of U.S. highway 412.
This outcrop was chosen because the contact between the St. Joe and Boone appears to be a
relatively thick calcareous shale interval. This outcrop is unique because the St. Joe Formation
here is condensed (only 7 meters thick), whereas at the Branson Airport locality the St. Joe is
~32 meters thick. Both outcrops will significantly add in the understanding of the Lower
Mississippian stratigraphy.
Seven samples were collected from both sites totaling fourteen different samples
collected for thin section analysis. These samples were taken from each outcrop across the St.
Joe-Boone contact and promptly labeled with a sample identification number and a directional
arrow indicating stratigraphic up. Each sample was cut to a manageable size using a rock saw
and then trimmed roughly the standard thin section billet size of 25mm by 50mm. Once the
billets were trimmed to size they were labeled with their identification number and an arrow
distinguishing stratigraphic up (Figure 12).
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Figure 12: Photo showing how billets were sized and labeled for processing.

Once samples were slabbed to sized and properly labeled they were sent to National
Petrographic for final section preparation. They were lightly stained with Alizarin red S (ARS) to
differentiate calcite and dolomite within the samples and then vacuum impregnated with epoxy
to highlight the presence of porosity within the rock. This process was done on all fourteen
samples across the two different outcrops. All samples were described and photographed using a
Leica DM2500 microscope with an attached camera. Two different objectives were used
predominantly used to analyze these samples, a 2.5x and 10x objective. Photos were taken
periodically to give a representative overview of the samples. Additional photos were taken of
select objects of particular interest. Samples were described using the classifications created by
Folk (1959, 1962) and Dunham (1962).
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Insoluble Residues
Insoluble residue analysis was conducted to gain a better understanding of the characters
of sand, silt, and clay sized particles contained within the limestones across the St. Joe and
Boone interval. Samples were collected at five different localities (Figure 11), the same outcrops
that were used for petrographic analysis, as well as three others. There will likely be some
percentage of material that is not carbonate (CaCO3) within any limestone. Insoluble residues
can be found in the form of chert, sand, silt, clay, and possibly silicified carbonate grains, such as
rugose corals or crinoid ossicles. These insoluble residues can help with the interpretation of
depositional environments as well as determining sea level at the time of deposition. Samples
were once again taken across the St. Joe-Boone contact, totaling 35 samples (seven from each
outcrop) taken at a 6-inch interval across the boundary. Three samples were taken from the St.
Joe (below the contact), one was taken in the contact, and three more were taken in the Boone
(above the contact). This analysis will test the interpretation by Mazzullo and others (2013) that
this is an angular unconformity. Unusual concentrations of insoluble residues should be
associated with an unconformity, although Mazzullo and others (2013) do not investigate this
character.
As stated previously samples were taken from five outcrops including the two outcrops
sampled for thin sections. The samples for Insoluble residue were taken at the exact same
location as the thin sections in order to analyze a single sample by multiple characters. Thin
sections allow for a broader view to determine facies and lithologies, insoluble residue analysis
allows a closer look at samples to determine potential sediment sources other than carbonate
production.
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Hand samples were taken from the field and washed using deionized water to remove
surface debris. These samples were then allowed to air dry before they were selected for further
insoluble residue analysis. Once samples were selected, they were slabbed using a miter saw
attached with a diamond edged blade. Three cuts were made on each sample in order to selfcontaminate the blade. The third slab was then washed with distilled water to remove any
possible contamination from the saw table and again allowed to air dry. Once dry, the slabs were
individually wrapped for breaking into small chips and pieces suitable for dissolving. Sample
chips were then selected and weighed. After the sample had been weighed, it was put into a
400mL beaker and labeled. Each beaker was then placed in the fume hood and filled with 300mL
of 10% HCl by volume to begin the dissolving process. This process causes the sample to
effervesce (Figure 13). The HCl was drained off and more HCl added as needed each time the
effervescing was complete and the sample settled to the bottom of the beaker. This process was
repeated until the effervescence has stopped. Once all the carbonate material has been dissolved,
the insoluble residues were then sorted by grain sizes.
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Figure 13: Photo showing samples being dissolved with 10% HCl for insoluble residue analysis.

In order to sort these insoluble residues, three different sieve sizes were used, sieve size
10 to catch any granular material that might be present, sieve size 60 the cutoff for medium size
sand, and finally sieve size 230 which is the cutoff for very fine sand. All three of these sieves
were placed in a bucket to catch material smaller than very fine sand (silts and clays). These finer
sediments were combined due to their need for analysis by pipette or hydrometer.
Sediments from each individual sieve were then washed from the sieve and put into a
beaker where only the insoluble residues of similar grain size (10, 60, 230, silt and clay) and
water were present. These beakers were then filtered, using Whatman #43 filter paper, allowing
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for all of the insoluble residues to accumulate it a smaller area. Once the insoluble residues had
been filtered, the filter paper was placed on paper towels and allowed to air dry for 48 hours. The
dried samples were then weighed. Each individual grain size was weighed, described, and
documented, these weights were then compared to the initial weight of the sample taken before
dissolving the carbonate material. This data was then used to compare contribution by insoluble
on an outcrop to outcrop basis.

SEM and EDX
The insoluble residues collected in this study and described in the section above were
then analyzed using Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) and Energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX).
EDX allows each individual sample to be analyzed elementally to identify each grain present
within these limestones
The insoluble residue samples that were analyzed using SEM and EDX were taken to Dr.
Benamara at the University of Arkansas Nanotechnologies Laboratory. Samples were selected
and placed on studs that had carbon tape on the surface to stabilize the sample. The insoluble
residues were pressed onto the carbon tape very delicately as to not destroy or disturb the
sample. Seven samples could fit onto a single stud at a time allowing for multiple samples to be
examined at once. Once the samples were on the stud they were then taken to a Sputter Coater to
be coated in gold in order to make the samples more conductive. Once the samples are coated
they can then be placed in the SEM for analysis. Photos were taken periodically to document the
minerals present as well those of abnormal nature. EDX was also conducted on grains to
document elemental composition on the minerals present within the insoluble residues.
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Results
Measured Sections
Sections were measured to provide an understanding of the regional geology and
succession of the Lower Mississippian section reflecting the Burlington Shelf and its adjacent
slope. A total of seven sections were measured across the Tri-State area to accomplish this goal
(Figure 14). This chapter provides detailed descriptions, and photos of these seven measures
section.

Figure 14: Map locating outcrops where measured sections were taken (Google Earth, 2018).
Two cross sections utilizing seven measured sections provide the basis for regional
correlations; one along strike (east-west) and one along dip (north-south). The furthest west
section is in Kansas, OK (Figure 14, Locality 3), and the most eastern section is located in
Branson, MO, roughly 90 miles apart (Figure 14, locality 6). These cross sections contribute
significantly to the understanding of the depositional patterns of the Lower Mississippian interval
across the Tri-State area.
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Measured Section 1: Pineville, MO (36.56499, -94.35352)
This section is located on the west side of U.S. Highway 71 just south of Pineville, MO.
This location was chosen as it was used by Mazzullo and others (2103) as the type exposure for
the angular conformity that they suggest is present between the St. Joe and Boone Formations.
At the base of the outcrop, the Upper Pierson Member of the St. Joe Formation is exposed, this is
succeeded by the Lower Boone (Reeds Spring) roughly three meters from the base of the
outcrop. There is an angular relationship at the Pierson – Lower Boone contact defined by an
onlap relationship of the Lower Boone (Figure 15). Those are the only two units present at this
outcrop.
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Figure 15: Photo of the outcrop in Pineville, MO. The red line identifies the contact between the
St. Joe and Boone Formations, regarded as an angular unconformity by Mazzullo and others
(2013),
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Figure 16: Measured section at Pineville, MO (1) (36.56499, -94.35352) located on the west
side of highway 71.
Measured Section 2: Jane, MO (36.54613, -94.32614)
This section is located on the east side of U.S. Highway 71 roughly 3 miles south of the
Pineville measured section (1). At this roadcut, a significant portion of the Lower Mississippian
section is present. At the base of the roadcut, the Chattanooga Shale (Upper Devonian) is
present, and its contact with the overlying Mississippian section is well exposed. The base of the
St. Joe (Bachelor Member) is present and exhibits a sharp basal contact with the Chattanooga
Shale (Kelly, 1997). The Compton Member is a crinozoan packstone/wackestone that overlies
the Bachelor with a sharp, conformable basal contact. It is overlain by the Northview Member at
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another sharp, conformable contact. The Northview represents a brief disruption of carbonate
deposition by a green, calcareous shale dividing the Compton and Pierson Members. Carbonate
production resumed following Northview deposition producing the Pierson Member as a
crinoidal packstone and grainstone. The Pierson grades into the Lower Boone, which consists of
calcisiltites with dark penecontemporaneous chert throughout.

Figure 17: Photo of the outcrop in Jane, MO. The red line represents the contact between the
Chattanooga Shale and St. Joe Formation.
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Figure 18: Measured section at Jane, MO (36.54613, -94.32614) located on the east side of U.S.
Highway 71.
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Measured Section 3: Kansas, OK (36.2112, -94.77138)
This outcrop is located on the north side of U.S. Highway 412, just a few miles outside
the town of Kansas, OK. This is the westernmost exposure of the Lower Mississippian used for
this study. The base of the outcrop is again the Chattanooga Shale, overlain by the St. Joe
Formation. However, at this outcrop the Bachelor Member of the St. Joe is difficult to
distinguish from the Chattanooga Shale as the contact interval is gradational, the uppermost
portion of the Chattanooga Shale exhibits a few pulses of carbonate production. The last pulse of
siliciclastic material is regarded as the Bachelor in this study, where it’s defined as a 10 cm thick
light grey shale. The light grey color of the Bachelor Member contrasts with the Chattanooga
Shale, a very black and fissile shale. Overlying the Bachelor, the Compton Member exhibits a
gradational contact at the base. The Northview at this outcrop is very thin but is recognizable by
a slightly recessive layer between two crinoidal packstones and grainstones. The Compton and
Pierson at this locality are relatively thin when compared to outcrops further east. This character
could be due to its distal location on the Burlington Shelf and its associated carbonate
production.
The contact between the Pierson (St. Joe) and Reeds Spring (Lower Boone) is atypical at
this location. At this section (Figure 19), these two formations are separated by a grey to green
calcareous shale containing a rare to common number of pisoids. This is one of the reasons why
this outcrop and its units were picked for petrographic and insoluble residue analyses. The Lower
Boone is present above this contact. The chert at this outcrop follows the bedding planes and is
less erratic than other outcrops such as Pineville.
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Figure 19: Measured section from Kansas, OK (36.2112, -94.77138) located on the north side of
U.S. Highway 412.
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Figure 20: Photo of the outcrop in Kansas, OK (36.2112, -94.77138). The red lines represent the contact between the Chattanooga
Shale and St. Joe Formation (lowest) and St. Joe and Boone Formation (Highest).

Measured Section 4: South Siloam Springs, AR (36.11234, -94.53331)
This locality is the southernmost exposure of the Lower Mississippian used for this study
(Figure 14). A significant portion of the Lower Mississippian section is present, allowing
correlation further south onto the slope adjacent to the Burlington Shelf. The Bachelor Member
of the St. Joe is present at the base of the outcrop; it is relatively thick compared to sections
located on the shelf further north. The Compton is the thinnest noted in this study at only about 1
meter of carbonate lithology. The Northview sits atop the Compton and is the thickest exposure
examined in this study The Pierson is also relatively thin at this locality, when compared to other
outcrops. A general trend for this interval is that the carbonate units of the St. Joe Formation are
thinner at localities on the shelf, and the clastic intervals (Bachelor and Northview) are thicker
than all other outcrops in this study. The Lower Boone (Reeds Spring) is relatively cherty and
the amount of chert increases towards the top of the outcrop.
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Figure 21: Measured section from South Siloam Springs, AR 36.11234, -94.53331) located on
the west side of highway 59.
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Measured Section 5: Bella Vista, AR (36.45537, -94.2432)
This locality is an excellent exposure of the entire St. Joe Formation. Approximately four
meters of the Chattanooga Shale is present at the base of the outcrop. The Bachelor is very thin
here at about 15 cm thick and has a sharp upper and basal contact. The Compton, Northview, and
Pierson are all present at this locality. However, the Northview is very thin and only noticeable
due to its very erosive nature. The erosional reentrant at the Northview is well images on Figure
22. The overlying Boone Formation is mostly covered by chert debris and a significant amount
of vegetation.

Figure 22: Photo of the outcrop at Bella Vista, AR (36.45537, -94.2432). The red line represents
the contact between the Chattanooga Shale and the St. Joe Formation and the yellow represents
the contact between St. Joe and Boone Formations.
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Figure 23: Measured section from Bella Vista, AR (36.45537, -94.2432) located on the east side
of highway 49.
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Measured Section 6: Branson Airport, MO (36.54372, -93.19712)
The Branson Airport locality is the eastern most outcrop in this study, here a significant
amount of section is present. The Bachelor Member of the St. Joe Formation is present at the
base of the section as a greenish-yellowish shale with some sand grains present. Overlaying the
Bachelor in a very sharp contact, the overlying Compton Member is the thickest seen in this
study. The Baird Mountain Member overlies the Compton and is the stratigraphic equivalent to
the Northview Member of the St. Joe Formation (See Thompson and Fellows, 1970 (Figure 5)).
The Pierson overlies the Baird Mountain Member and contains shale clasts grading from green to
light grey in color. The Pierson is the thickest at the Branson Airport outcrop, likely because this
section is located high on the Burlington Shelf, whereas the majority of other outcrops are
situated on the edge of the shelf or down on the ramp. An important note about the Pierson at this
outcrop is that there is an abnormally high amount of penecontemporaneous chert within the
Pierson, this interval is typically described as a chert free interval, however at this location, that
is not the case. The overlying Lower Boone (Reeds Spring) also has a high concentration of chert
and comprises the last 2.1 meters of this outcrop.
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Figure 24: Measured section from Branson Airport, MO (36.54372, -93.19712) located on the
east side Branson Creek Blvd.
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Figure 25: Photo of the outcrop near
Branson Airport, MO (36.45537, 94.2432). Lower portion of outcrop
consisting of the Bachelor, Compton,
Baird Mountain, and Pierson.
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Figure 26: Photo of the outcrop
near Branson Airport, MO
(36.45537, -94.2432). Upper
portion of outcrop consisting of the
Compton, Baird Mountain, Pierson
and Lower Boone (Reeds Spring).

Measured Section 7: Omaha, AR: (36.45931, -93.21931)
The final measured section of this study is located west of Omaha, AR roughly 12 miles
south of the Branson Airport locality. Two different formations are present at the base of this
outcrop; the Pierson (St. Joe) and Lower Boone (Reeds Spring). The contact between the two is
very sharp, and abrupt. There is no buildup of calcareous shale between these two units unlike
the contact further west off the Burlington Shelf.

Figure 27: Photo of the outcrop in Omaha, AR (36.45931, -93.21931). The red line represents
the contact between the St. Joe Formation and Boone Formation. Note the abrupt contact
between the two units.
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Figure 28: Measured section from Omaha, AR (36.45931, -93.21931) located on the east side of
highway 65.
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Cross Sections
Cross sections were created with the measured sections discussed in the previous section.
There are two cross sections discussed in this thesis that include six different measured sections
across the Tri-State area. The purpose of these is to gain a better understanding of the
depositional patterns of the St. Joe and Boone Formations. They are oriented along strike and dip
relative to the Burlington Shelf and adjacent slope. Cross section #1 (A-A’) is oriented in a north
to south direction, starting in Pineville Missouri going south to Siloam Springs spanning roughly
30 miles. Cross section #2 (B-B’) is oriented east to west along the flank of the Burlington Shelf
extending from Branson Missouri to Siloam Springs across the Tri-State area, a distance of
approx. 90 miles. Figure 30 shows the layout of the cross sections.

Figure 29: Map of the Tri-State area showing the two main cross sections. The yellow path
depicts cross section #1 and the red path depicts cross section #2. The sections are labeled A-A’
B-B’ not 1 and 2. Be consistent with the text. This is essentially a repeat of Figure 14. Don’t
need both (Google Earth, 2018).
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Cross section #1 consists of five measured sections Pineville, Jane, Bella Vista, Kansas,
South Siloam Springs (north to south). The cross section shows the St. Joe Formation with all of
its members (Bachelor, Compton, Northview, and Pierson) along with the Lower
Boone (Figure 30). The section is datumed on the Bachelor Member of the St. Joe as it is the
most prominent and consistent formation throughout the sections. This section is hung based off
elevation in reference to the Jane, MO section with is located two miles southeast of the
Pineville, MO section. This is with exception of the section located at Pineville, MO where the
St. Joe is not present. One of the key take aways from this section is that all units significantly
thin to the South off the shelf and onto the ramp over a distance of ≤ 30 mile. The units
predominantly consisting of carbonates exhibit this trend to the greatest degree. This is due to the
fact that this section is located on the ramp which was located to the south (basinward) of the
Burlington Shelf where all of the carbonate material was produced. This thinning pattern also
consistent with the idea that these carbonate bodies were transported from the Burlington Shelf
onto the slope where they currently reside.
Cross Section #2 consists of four measured sections, South Siloam Springs, Kansas, Jane,
and Branson Airport (east to west). This cross section also includes the St. Joe Formation with all
its members and the Lower Boone as seen in cross section #1. This section is also datumed on
the Bachelor Member of the St. Joe. There is a substantial east to west thinning of the carbonate
units. This suggests a more robust sediment supply at the eastern measured sections located on
the western flank of the Burlington Shelf down on the slope. One thing to note, as you move off
the platform and onto the slope the contact between the St. Joe and Boone Formations become
more prevalent. This contact presents itself as a calcareous shale varying in color from green to
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grey. This is most likely due to the rise in sea level causing the carbonates that are being
transported not to make it to that location on the shelf.
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Figure 30: Cross Section #1 consisting of five measured sections across the Tri-State area, all sections are hung on the Bachelor.
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Figure 31: Cross Section #2 consisting of four measured sections across the Tri-State area, all sections are hung on the Bachelor.

Petrography
Thin sections were prepared from samples taken at two different outcrops across the
study area for petrographic analysis; specifically, to focus on the contact between the St. Joe and
Boone Formations. The two outcrops were the Pineville, MO (locality 1) outcrop used by
Mazzullo (2013) and others to suggest an angular unconformity between the St. Joe-Boone
Formations in a shelf situation. The second outcrop in Kansas, OK (locality 3), exposing a more
concordant contact between the two formations in a down ramp setting. These thin sections were
taken at a six-inch interval across the St. Joe-Boone boundary and were described and labeled
using the annotation provided in Figure 32 below. This chapter is divided into a section for the
Pineville, MO locality, and a section for the Kansas, OK locality.

Allochemical and Othochemcal components from
Thin Sections
B
Bivalve
EX Extraclast
BY

Bryozoan

O

Ostracod

CR

Crinoid

P

Pisoid

CS

Calcisphere

PH

Phosphate

D

Dolomite

PY

Pyrite

E

Echinoid

VU

Vugs

Figure 32: Abbreviations used for thin section identification.
Pineville, MO Outcrop (Locality 1)
A total of seven samples were taken at this locality across the St. Joe-Boone interval to
gain a better understanding of the nature of the contact between the two formations (Figure 33).
Important observations include sorting and grading of constituent grains, and distribution of
cement and matrix. All of these samples were very poorly sorted and graded suggesting that
these deposits were transported over a short distance and deposited below the effective wave
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base. A few of the samples exhibit endolithic algae present on the surface of some carbonate
grains; particularly PV-2. Those algae bore into host carbonate grains where they reside. Within
the Pierson, there is a lack of carbonate grain diversity. It predominantly contains crinoidal
fragments, however there is one exception. The diversity of carbonate grains increases
significantly near the top of the Pierson, along the contact of the St. Joe and Boone Formations.
This diversity decreases back to a dominance of crinozoan detritus with an occasional ostracod
immediately above the contact into the lower Boone.

Figure 33: Photo of the St. Joe-Boone contact interval at the Pineville, MO locality, the dashed
yellow lines represent the area of contact between the two formations. The red dots represent
sampling for thin sections, PV-1 through PV-7.
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Figure 34: Thin Section PV-1 from the upper portion of the Pierson Member, St. Joe Formation.
The photo on the left is from lower in the section than the photo on the right. Note the larger
clasts and grain fragments. There is an apparent finning upward trend within this thin section.
The photo on the right shows the sample transitioning from a predominantly grain dominated to
a more mud dominated lithology. This sample is dominated by poorly sorted, ungraded crinoid
fragments. Indicating rapid deposition below the effective wave base.
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Figure 35: Thin Section PV-2 from the upper Pierson Member, St. Joe Formation. The photo on
the left is predominantly grain supported, with a rather large diversity of grains. This is a
significant difference compared to sample PV-1, which is located six inches below PV-2. Again,
there is almost no sorting or grading, representing rapid deposition into a low energy
environment. The presence of large intact grains surrounded by small grain fragments suggests
deposition as a slurry, moving down slope off the shelf. The image on the right is shows Zooecia
within the bryozoan in the upper left corner that are filled with silica. The large crinoid fragment
has endolithic algae on the outer surface. This is alga burrows, into the crinoid using it as a host
and substratum.
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Figure 36: Thin Section PV-3 from the upper most portion of the Pierson Member, St. Joe
Formation, just below the contact of the St. Joe and Boone Formations. This sample is
predominantly grain supported at the base with a variety of grains present. However, there is still
limited grading and sorting continuing the trend observed in samples PV-1 and PV-2. The view
on the left includes a carbonate mud extraclast that has been picked up and reworked into the
Pierson. The upper side of this grain has been attacked by solutioning. The right photo is the top
of the sample where a relativity abrupt contact is present with a finning upward pattern. The
sample transitions from a predominantly grain supported to a mud supported lithology (Figure
33).
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Figure 37: Thin Section PV-4 from the contact of the St. Joe and Boone Formations. Note the
significant decrease in grain size when compared to the previous three samples. This sample
consists of predominantly carbonate silt and mud. This sample is better sorted and graded
relative to sample PV-4 which likely reflects availability of sediment. Very few sand sized
carbonate grains are present, although there are ostracods. The larger grain in the photo to the left
is a crinoid fragment with a pyrite rim (CR). Scattered pyrite replacement is found on other
grains as well.
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Figure 38: Thin Section PV-5 located within the Lower Boone Formation. The photo on the left
is an overview of the thin section, which is predominantly laminated lime mud with the ostracod.
The presence of only ostracods suggests water with less than normal salinity. At the base of the
photo the darker area is dolomite. Upon further testing with SEM/EDX, it was determined that
dolomite is present in this sample as well as PV-4. The photo on the right shows the ostracod
fragment in detail. Note the tiny spherical shape next to the ostracod. This is a calcisphere,
denoted by the red arrow, a calcareous cysts of dinoflagellates (Wendler, 2010).
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Figure 39: Thin Section PV-6 from the Lower Boone Formation. This sample is almost identical
to thin section PV-5; very fine grained, predominantly carbonate mud with the rare ostracod. The
only difference between these two samples is that the ostracods are more prevalent in this sample
compared to PV-5.
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Figure 40: Thin Section PV-7 located within the Lower Boone Formation. Lithologically, this
sample is the same as the PV-5and PV-6. Fewer ostracods are present, when compared to thin
section PV-6. The primary difference in PV-7 can be seen in the photo to the right. A vug of
uncertain origin that has been filled with silica and replaced by calcite
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Kansas, OK Outcrop (Locality 3)
Seven samples were taken across the boundary of the St. Joe-Boone contact as was done
at the Pineville outcrop. This outcrop was chosen for petrographic analysis because the contact
has this intermittent zone of deposition between the St. Joe and Boone Formations at this locality
(Figure 41).

Figure 41: Photo of the St. Joe-Boone contact at the Kansas, OK locality. The dashed yellow
lines represent the area between the two formations. The red dots on the left size of the picture
represent the area from which each sample was taken for thin section (K-1 through K-7).
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The Pierson at this locality has relatively diverse types of carbonate grains, when
compared to the Pineville, MO locality. The Pierson is a predominantly grain-supported
packstone. The lithology on the lower Boone is nearly identical as to what was previously
discussed for the Pineville Locality. Surprisingly, thin section K-4 included previously unseen
pisoids. These pisoids are “floating” in carbonate mud suggesting that they have been transported
to their current location probably within a slurry flow rather than tractional transport as discrete
grains. These pisoids have been attacked by boring endolithic algae, which can been see in
Figures 45 and 46. Otherwise, the thin sections taken from the Boone Formation are very similar
to those from the Pineville locality, consisting of wackstone with carbonate mud and scattered
single ostracod valves. The presence of ostracod valves that are likely molts, suggests that these
waters were not of “normal” salinity, and also suggests that these sediments were moving down
slope in a slurry.
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Figure 42: Thin Section K-1 from the Pierson Member, St. Joe Formation. This sample is poorly
sorted, but grain supported, with a rather large diversity of grains present, and significantly
different compared to the lower samples of the Pineville locality (PV-1). Again, there is almost
no sorting or grading suggesting rapid deposition in a high energy environment. The presence of
large intact grains surrounded by small grain fragments and lack of bedding suggests this was
deposited as a slurry flow off the shelf and down the adjacent slope.
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Figure 43: Thin Section K-2 located from Pierson Member, St. Joe Formation. This sample is
very similar to K-1, grain supported with a large diversity of carbonate grains, poorly sorted and
graded. The photo on the right shows an unusual large, single, euhedral dolomite rhomb with
apparent calcite inclusions. Most of the calcite appears to be recrystallized, probably from
carbonate mud.
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Figure 44: Thin Section K-3 from the Pierson Member, St. Joe Formation. This sample is very
similar to K-1 and K-2, grain supported with a large diversity of carbonate grains, poorly sorted
and graded. The photo to the right shows several large bivalve fragments, and various other
fossil allochems.
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Figure 45: Thin Section K-4 from the contact between the St. Joe and Boone Formations. The
presence of pisoids is the most significant feature of this sample. These pisoids are relatively
intact surrounded by wackstone dominated by ostracods. These pisoids were likely transported
from a shelf type environment, adjacent to this ramp setting. There is very poor sorting and
grading within this sample, suggesting that these may have been deposited by a slurry flow.
These pisoid’s have been recryatallized, at least in part, as shown by patches at extinction.
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Figure 46: Thin Section K-4 from the contact between the St. Joe and Boone Formations.
Endolithic algae borings present on the rim of the pisoid, patchy extinction indicating
recrystallization and scattered, small, rounded quartz grains.
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Figure 47: Thin Section K-5 from the Boone Formation. This sample consists of predominantly
carbonate mud and scattered, rounded, sand-sized fragments, probably fossil detritus. When
compared to the previous samples K-4 is better sorted and graded. Ostracods are the only large
grain present in this thin section.
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Figure 48: Thin Section K-6 from the Boone Formation. This sample consists of predominantly
carbonate mud with a contribution of silt size fragments. This was likely deposited from some
sort of storm generated gravity flow such as a turbidity or slow flow. When compared to the
previous samples K-4 is better sorted and graded. No ostracods were present within this sample.
Note the presence of a phosphate pellet, these phosphate pellets generally represent a deep-water
environment, however this pellet could be reworked.
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Figure 49: Thin Section K-7 from the Boone Formation. This sample consists of predominantly
carbonate mud with the ubiquitous ostracod valves. When compared to the previous samples K-4
is better sorted and graded. In this thin section we see the presence of ostracods that were absent
in thin section K-6. Something to note about this sample is the presence of organic material, it
can be seen on the right side of the photo next to the ostracod. The sorting and grading may
suggest a turbidity flow process, slurry flows are much less organized.
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Insoluble Residues
Insoluble residue analysis was an important focus of this project. Samples for insoluble
residue were collected at five different outcrops across the Tri-State area. These can be seen in
Figure 1 (Outcrops 1, 2, 3, 6, and 7). Samples for insoluble residue analysis were collected from
the same interval at all five outcrops across the St. Joe – Boone boundary to better define the
nature of this Lower Mississippian contact and evaluate the contention that it is an unconformity
as suggested by Mazzullo and others (2013).
Results of the insoluble residual analysis are found in Table 1. These are given in the
form of percentage contribution by soluble carbonates and total insoluble residue; total insoluble
residue values are broken down by grain size. Specifically, two categories, sand sized insoluble
residues, where sieve size 230 is the cut off, and everything smaller 230 this is included in the
silt-clay sized insoluble residues.
The data in Table 2 consists of all insoluble residue values measured, with each insoluble
residue categorized as medium grain sand, very fine sand, or silt/clay. All weights of these grain
sizes are in grams. A major portion of the larger grains from these samples are carbonate
fragments, dominantly crinoidal, that have been silicified. The rest of these larger grains are
almost entirely pyrite. A detailed description of each insoluble residue can be seen in Appendix
1. Within some of the samples, specifically those from the contact interval of the St. Joe and
Boone Formations, there appeared to be clays that have become welded together. These occurred
in samples PV-3, PV-4, PV-5, K-4, and K-5.
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Table 1: Percentage of soluble carbonate and insoluble residue in the St. Joe and Boone
Formations.
Sample
Number

Soluble
Carbonate
(CaCO3)

Total
Insoluble
Residue

K-1
K-2
K-3
K-4
K-5
K-6
K-7
PV-1
PV-2
PV-3
PV-4
PV-5
PV-6
PV-7
BA-1
BA-2
BA-3
BA-4
BA-5
BA-6
BA-7
O-1
O-2
O-3
O-4
O-5
O-6
O-7
J-1
J-2
J-3
J-4
J-5
J-6
J-7

79.5%
83.8%
80.8%
80.4%
48.0%
88.0%
74.6%
83.1%
88.2%
79.3%
56.4%
42.7%
78.3%
52.2%
95.7%
96.9%
96.3%
91.7%
95.0%
95.2%
94.4%
94.6%
91.4%
91.7%
90.9%
94.6%
95.6%
93.6%
86.4%
88.4%
85.1%
67.5%
53.8%
80.4%
73.8%

20.5%
16.2%
19.2%
19.6%
52.0%
12.0%
25.4%
16.9%
11.8%
20.7%
43.6%
57.3%
21.7%
47.8%
4.3%
3.1%
3.7%
8.3%
5.0%
4.8%
5.6%
5.4%
8.6%
8.3%
9.1%
5.4%
4.4%
6.4%
13.6%
11.6%
14.9%
32.5%
46.2%
19.6%
26.2%
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Sand
Sized
Insoluble
Residue
9.5%
19.2%
6.7%
19.8%
55.3%
7.2%
14.5%
47.5%
3.5%
35.0%
46.0%
41.6%
5.2%
38.4%
37.5%
38.0%
36.3%
25.2%
33.5%
22.8%
22.6%
33.7%
40.0%
43.5%
42.7%
29.3%
31.8%
29.9%
76.9%
53.9%
30.3%
18.0%
10.3%
25.5%
18.8%

Silt-Clay
Sized
Insoluble
Residue
90.5%
80.8%
93.3%
80.2%
44.7%
92.8%
85.5%
52.5%
96.5%
65.0%
54.0%
58.4%
94.8%
61.6%
62.5%
62.0%
63.7%
74.8%
66.5%
77.2%
77.4%
66.3%
60.0%
56.5%
57.3%
70.7%
68.2%
70.1%
23.1%
46.1%
69.7%
82.0%
89.7%
74.5%
81.2%

Table 2: Weights for all the insoluble residues broken down by grain size. All the above values
are in grams
Sample Sample
Weight

K-1
K-2
K-3
K-4
K-5
K-6
K-7
PV-1
PV-2
PV-3
PV-4
PV-5
PV-6
PV-7
BA-1
BA-2
BA-3
BA-4
BA-5
BA-6
BA-7
O-1
O-2
O-3
O-4
O-5
O-6
O-7
J-1
J-2
J-3
J-4
J-5
J-6
J-7

23.09
30.127
23.482
25.07
15.716
34.69
7.697
38.26
36.19
38.848
45.947
18.965
37.43
19.044
25.201
24.486
24.717
25.477
23.968
25.172
24.417
25.121
25.361
25.662
25.328
25.723
25.776
25.007
25.908
25.241
25.559
25.109
25.545
25.924
25.611

Medium
Sand Weight

Very Fine
Sand Weight

Total Sand
Weight

Silt and
Clay
Weight

0.142
0.578
0.193
0.594
2.744
0.094
0.178
0.359
0.106
2.015
3.72
1.678
0.011
2.183
0.116
0.144
0.135
0.092
0.062
0.088
0.08
0.132
0.182
0.177
0.194
0.114
0.188
0.225
1.987
0.641
0.42
0.187
0.231
0.348
0.213

0.308
0.361
0.109
0.382
1.779
0.204
0.106
2.706
0.042
0.799
5.508
2.84
0.415
1.313
0.291
0.142
0.201
0.441
0.342
0.188
0.227
0.327
0.688
0.752
0.785
0.292
0.17
0.253
0.723
0.944
0.733
1.278
0.991
0.946
1.048

0.450
0.939
0.302
0.976
4.523
0.298
0.284
3.065
0.148
2.814
9.228
4.518
0.426
3.496
0.407
0.286
0.336
0.533
0.404
0.276
0.307
0.459
0.870
0.929
0.979
0.406
0.358
0.478
2.710
1.585
1.153
1.465
1.222
1.294
1.261

4.286
3.95
4.208
3.942
3.65
3.859
1.669
3.392
4.126
5.225
10.826
6.353
7.709
5.598
0.677
0.467
0.59
1.585
0.801
0.932
1.051
0.905
1.306
1.209
1.314
0.979
0.769
1.121
0.812
1.355
2.647
6.696
10.592
3.784
5.448
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Total
Insoluble
Residue
Weight
4.736
4.889
4.51
4.918
8.173
4.157
1.953
6.457
4.274
8.039
20.054
10.871
8.135
9.094
1.084
0.753
0.926
2.118
1.205
1.208
1.358
1.364
2.176
2.138
2.293
1.385
1.127
1.599
3.522
2.94
3.8
8.161
11.814
5.078
6.709

.
The data from Tables one and two have been used to create a series of graphs depicting
the percent of insoluble residue, when compared to samples from the same outcrop. Figures 5055 are a series of graphs that record the changes in insoluble residue in the outcrop moving up
section (from left to right). Of the samples straddling the contact of the St. Joe and Boone
Formations, sample four is at the contact (e.g. PV-4, J-4, K-4, BA-4, O-4), samples one through
three are below in the St. Joe, and samples five through seven are above the contact within the
Boone Formation.
Samples from the Pineville, MO outcrop have the highest values of insoluble residues
when compared to the rest of the outcrops in this study (Figure 50). At the base of the section,
the amount of insoluble residue is relatively low, by sample PV-3 a rapid increase is present.
This increase in insoluble residue continues across the St. Joe-Boone contact. The maximum
insoluble content is reached in PV4 followed by a rapid decrease with values similar to those of
the lower levels seen in sample PV-1and PV2. These values exhibit a trend that is shown
throughout the outcrops in this study. In all outcrops (except the Omaha, AR locality Figure 54),
the second sample, located one foot below the St. Joe and Boone contact, exhibits the lowest
amount of insoluble material. The Omaha, AR locality follows the exact same trend as all the
other outcrops, except for sample O-2. It appears that all of these localities experienced the same
controls and constraints on the depositional environment across the Burlington Shelf and
adjacent slope given that all the outcrops experiencing the same trends in insoluble residue
values. A possible explanation for the slightly higher values seen in sample O-2 could be that a
localized influx of terrigenous material, or there was a pause in carbonate deposition at this
particular location on the Burlington Shelf compared to its surrounding environment. The fact
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that all the insoluble residue values show very similar trends across the Tri-State area is rather
remarkable, suggesting that the Burlington Shelf and adjacent areas during the Osagean at the St.
Joe and Boone boundary were very stable and uniform depositional processes were occurring
across the Tri-State area.
It should be noted, that the amount of insoluble residue at localities higher on the
Burlington Shelf (Branson Airport, MO and Omaha, AR) is significantly lower than those
located out on the fringe of the shelf or on the slope (Pineville and Jane, MO and Kansas, OK).
This suggests that there was limited transportation of a noncarbonate fraction to reach its final
destination relative to the carbonate production derived from the shelf.

Pineville, MO
PInsoluble Residue Percent

70.0%
60.0%
50.0%
40.0%
30.0%
20.0%
10.0%
0.0%
PV-1

PV-2

PV-3

PV-4

PV-5

PV-6

PV-7

Sample

Figure 50: Insoluble residue values (in %) at the Pineville, MO locality; changes shown moving
up section.
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Jane, MO
50.0%

Insoluble Residue Percent

45.0%
40.0%
35.0%
30.0%

25.0%
20.0%
15.0%

10.0%
5.0%
0.0%
J-1

J-2

J-3

J-4

J-5
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Figure 51: Insoluble residue values (in %) at the Jane, MO locality; changes shown moving up
section.

Kansas, OK
Insoluble Residue Percent
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30.0%
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Figure 52: Insoluble residue values (in %) at the Kansas, OK locality; changes shown moving
up section.
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Branson Airport, MO
Insoluble Residue Percent
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2.0%
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Figure 53: Insoluble residue values (in %) at the Branson Airport, MO locality; changes shown
moving up section.

Omaha, AR
10.0%

Insoluble Residue Percent
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6.0%
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2.0%
1.0%
0.0%
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O-3

O-4

O-5
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Figure 54: Insoluble residue values (in %) at the Omaha, AR locality; changes shown moving up
section.
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Tri-State Area Insoluble Residue Analysis
Insoluble Residue Percent
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Sample Number

Figure 55: Insoluble residue values for all five of the outcrops (Figures 50-54) showing the same
general trend, when moving up section across the Tri-State area.

SEM and EDX
SEM and EDX analysis was conducted on the insoluble residues produced from the
samples taken at the five localities across the Tri-State area. Samples that were imaged and
analyzed are divided into three main categories: Silt and clay from the Pineville, MO outcrop
(Locality 1); silts and clays from the contact at all five of the outcrops across the Tri-State area;
sand size material from the contact at each of the five localities. In total, 19 samples were
analyzed across the St. Joe-Boone contact. The goal of this study was to determine the
composition of these insoluble residues, and their origin if possible, specifically the silt and clay.
Some aspects of the EDX results added some confusion to the understanding of the
elemental composition of these samples. There is an abundant amount of carbon present in some
of the samples. This carbon anomaly was determined to be contamination, at least in part, from
the carbon tape that adhered the sample to the stand within the instrument. This influenced the
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weight percentages for some of the samples (Philbrick, 2016). The inclusion of these elements
into the spectrum depressed the weight percentages found in this study.
EDX analysis (Tables 4, 5, and 6) of the St. Joe-Boone interval had three major elements
persistent in every sample: Aluminum (Al), Silica (Si), and Oxygen (O). These three elements
are commonly found as aluminosilicates (Al2SiO5) indicating that the insoluble material in these
samples are clays rather that quartz sand. Additional elements that showed anomalous spikes in
the EDX spectrum were Potassium (K), Magnesium (Mg), Iron (Fe), Titanium (Ti), Arsenic
(As), Chlorine (Cl), Sulfur (S), Calcium (Ca), and Thallium (Tl). The weight percentage of these
elements, when present, ranged from 0.24 wt% to 4.88 wt%. Almost all of these elements can be
associated with the aluminosilicates know to be present. Some of these elements such as arsenic
and titanium, will be absorbed by the clays from post depositional groundwater moving though
the rock.
The Magnesium present is predominantly found at, or very close to the contact between
the St. Joe and Boone Formations. This magnesium concentration may be attributed
dolomitization as encountered in sample PV-5 (Figure 38). This mineralization would have
formed from a magnesium-rich water moving through the formation. These magnesium ions are
very similar to the calcium, ions which are readily available within carbonate rocks. The
magnesium ions will replace the calcium ions to form dolomite. The dolomite found in this study
is isolated to the very base of the Boone Formation,
and down a few feet into the upper Pierson contact. In some samples, this dolomite would cause
the clay fraction to clump together in the form of dolomized mudstones (Figure 63). This created
a slight problem because the percentages of sand sized grains become skewed from these clays
clumping together and forming medium sand sized grains.
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All of the clay and silt size grains analyzed were very similar in composition and texture,
Figure 56 illustrates these clays at different scales of magnification. One of the biggest issues
when looking at these clays using the SEM was the charging of the samples. Charging is
produced by a build-up of electrons in the sample and their uncontrolled discharge. This will
occur when working with non-conductive samples and creates issues with the contrast of the
image making it difficult to image. This was one of the biggest issues when trying to take quality
photos of samples and is something that are persistent throughout.
Two of the other elements that appeared regularly were iron (Fe) and sulfur (S), this is
due to the abundance of pyrite present within these samples. Pyrite made up the second largest
portion of the sand sized grains in this study, only behind silicified carbonate grains. These pyrite
grains can be seen in Figures 57, 58, and 59.
Figure 61 shows a spherical grain that is comprised many smaller isometric grains, this is
framboidal pyrite. Framboid pyrite formation is the result of four consecutive processes: (1)
nucleation and growth of initial iron monosulfide microcrystals; (2) reaction of the microcrystals
to greigite (Fe3S4); (3) aggregation of uniformly sized greigite microcrystals, i.e., framboid
growth; and (4) replacement of greigite framboids by pyrite (Wilkin, 1997).
As discussed previously, the majority of the sand size grains are not sand, but rather
silicified carbonate fragments (Figure 57), particularly crinoid ossicles (Figure 60). One of the
more amazing things found within the insoluble residues was a tiny completely silicified solitary
rugose coral (Figure 62).
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Figure 56: SEM photos of sample J-4 form the silt and clay sized grains collected. Photos from left to right show grain textures with
an increasing magnification.

Figure 57: SEM images of sample PV-7_60 showing an assortment of sand-size grains of
silicified carbonate and pyrite. The “_60” at the end of the sample name represents the sieve size
that these grains were taken from.
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Figure 58: SEM images of sample PV-7_60, strange tubular-shaped, silicified fragment,
possibly a crinoid pinnule.
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Figure 59: SEM images of sample PV-1_60 showing pyrite grains, a very common insoluble
reside. Note that both of these pyrite crystals are not completely formed.
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Figure 60: SEM images of sample PV-2_60 showing structure of a partially silicified crinoid
ossicle.
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Figure 61: SEM images of sample PV-4_60 framboidal pyrite attached to clay, collected as an
insoluble residue.
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Figure 62: SEM images of sample PV-6 showing a silicified solitary rugose coral.
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Figure 63: SEM images of samples PV-5_60 (top) and PV-4_60 (bottom) showing the clumping
of clays that occurs due to the formation of dolomite.
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Table 3: EDX values for clay sized insoluble residues from the Pineville, MO outcrop.
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Table 4: EDX values for clay sized insoluble residues from all five of the outcrops samples in this study.

Table 5: EDX values of various sized sand grains found at the Pineville and Jane, MO and
Kansas, OK outcrops.
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Discussion
Evaluation of St. Joe-Boone Contact Relationship
The most significant portion of this thesis was evaluating the boundary between the St.
Joe and Boone Formations by methods of measured sections, thin sections, insoluble residue
analysis, and SEM/EDX. This was done to evaluate the interpretation by Mazzullo and others
(2013) that this contact is an angular unconformity.
The principal outcrop used by Mazzullo and others (2013) was the Pineville, MO locality
also used in this study (Figures 15 and 16). The angular relationship between the St. Joe
(Pierson) and overlying Boone (Reeds Spring) Formations was the basis for their interpretation
of an angular unconformity at this boundary. This angular relationship can clearly be seen in
Figure 15. There is an alternate interpretation of the angular nature of this contact. The upper St.
Joe (Pierson) deposits are very poorly sorted and very poorly graded (see Figures 34, 35, and
36). This may be representative of a deposit that has not traveled a great distance via tractional
processes hence the lack of sorting or it was transported by gravity flow processes and deposited
below effective wave base. The presence of large, intact, bioclastic grains surrounded by smaller
grain fragments and carbonate mud suggests this was transported and deposited as a slurry flow
down slope (Figures 34, 35, 36). These deposits were most likely gravity flow lobes that made
their way down slope of the carbonate factory on the Burlington Shelf. These lobes will develop
along a path of least resistance filling the lows on the basin floor. They continue to fill and
compensationally stack over an extended period of time. This results in significant depositional
relief on individual lobes. Sustained bottom currents may cause local scouring and modification
of the relief on these lobes. In the Gulf of Mexico, bottom currents can reach velocities up to 0.7
kn, which is roughly 30 cm/s. These currents were found at depths up to 400 m (Moore 1973).
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Those depths are greater than would have been present in the Tri-State area, yet such currents are
likely to be present. The onlap illustrated on Figure 15 documents the depositional “healing” of
that relief without the need for a major unconformity.
The same types of deposits seen at the Pineville, MO outcrop can be seen at the Kansas,
OK locality roughly 33 miles southeast (Figures 19 and 20). A similar angular relationship is
present in individual beds within the Pierson. Gravity flow processes as a driver in the
construction of these lobes is further supported by this outcrop. Figures 42, 43, 44, 45, and 46
document the same poorly sorted, poorly graded textures. Figures 45 and 46 illustrate complete
pisoids surrounded by carbonate muds consistent with deposits transported downslope as slurry
flows or debris flow depending on the matrix strength and degree of fluidization. These pisoids
must have been transported down slope protected by the surrounding slurry. Samples from the
Boone Formation at both outcrops exhibit very similar textures: fine grained, predominantly
carbonate mud with very fine carbonate fragments and rare ostracod fragments. All samples
above the contact show this same trend. If an angular unconformity were to be present, this
would seem to be the exact opposite of what one would expect to see. For the angular
unconformity to be present, The surface above the contact must be the initial transgressive
flooding from south to north as sea levels rose. Basal transgressive facies are typically high
energy, tractional deposits as the shoreline migrates landward across the previous lowstand,
subaerial unconformity. However, the samples collected do not depict such environment, rather
quite the opposite. These finer grained deposits are representative of mud-rich, deeper water
deposits. This deep-water environment is also supported by the presence of phosphate nodules,
which are commonly seen in deep water marine deposits (Figure 48).
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Insoluble residue analysis was conducted across the same contact at five different
outcrops. At the Pineville, MO locality, an interesting trend is present (Figure 50). The amount
of insoluble residue in the Pierson is relatively low, and once the contact is reached up section
the amount significantly increases. There is a slight dip at sample PV-6 then right back up to a
47.8% insoluble residue. The three lower insoluble residue values (PV-1, PV-2, PV-3) at the
base of the section are representative of a more active carbonate environment (Figure 50). This
can be seen in the thin sections as well (Figure 42). If the amount of silt and clay coming into the
system were stable and the amount of carbonate coming into the system was high the silts and
clays would be dispersed within the carbonates. Whereas, if there were less carbonates entering
the system, such as samples PV-4, PV-5, and PV-6, the silt and clay would have more time to
settle out of the water column and accumulate in greater volumes as discrete layers (Figure 10).
This is exactly what is observed, the carbonate production varies in response to cyclic changes in
sea level. As sea level rises carbonate production decreases and there is a relative increase in the
proportion of terrigenous clastics. During sea level fall carbonate production picks up as the
photic zone shifts toward the open shelf (Figure 9).
Within this system, there are two signals present when it comes to silt and clay: (1) the
clay fraction coming in relative to the sea level and position to the shoreline; (2) a clay
component coming from ashfall. However, distinguishing between the two is rather difficult.
SEM and EDX examined all of the silt and clay size grains from the Pineville, MO
outcrop. These results showed that all of the insoluble material was in fact clay (Table 3). It was
initially thought that there would be some sort of eolian sands present in the samples, however,
this was not the case. All the elements present in these samples lead to the belief that these are
aluminosilicates (Al2SiO5) with some heavy elements attached to the clays.
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With the data gathered and analyzed for this study, this author firmly believes that there
is no angular unconformity present at the St. Joe-Boone Boundary. The angular relationship that
exists is due to onlap of “healing phase” gravity flow event beds in filling the relief on submarine
lobe deposits. There are local scour surfaces on these lobes attributed to erosion by sustained
bottom currents. These scour surfaces do not reflect regional subaerial erosion during periods of
sea level lowstand.
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Appendix
Appendix 1: Table showing description insoluble residue grains
K-1
K-2
K-3
K-4
K-5
K-6
K-7

Granular
N/A
N/A
Rugose coral, Bivalve shell fragment
N/A
Large amounts of chert, Grey in color
A single rugose coral presnt
N/A

60
Black and grey grains present (grey grain slook like shell fragments
Grey grains, uniform, Single grain of pyrite
Assortment of grains, Shell fragments?, Chert fragments, A few larger sand grains, Some small black grains
Assortment of grains, Sandy and shaley fragments, Some green in color, Others grey in color
Assortment of grain sizes, All grey in color
Assortment of grains, Larger ones are flakey and light grey, Smaller ones are black, 4 grains of pyrite
Assortment of grains, Grey flakey, Black

Grey and white grains
Light grey to tan, Unifrom in color and size
Light grey to tan, Unifrom in color and size
Light grey to green, Uniform in color and size
Light grey to tan, Uniform in color and size
Light grey, Green, Black grains, Uniform in size
Light grey, Unifrom in color and size

Clay
A uniform grey color
Light grey to tan (closer to tan in color), Uniform
Light grey to tan, Uniform
Grey in color, Uniform
Light grey to tan (closer to tan in color), Uniform
Dark grey in color, Uniform
Light grey, Uniform

PV-1
PV-2
PV-3
PV-4
PV-5
PV-6
PV-7

N/A
N/A
Coral fragment (possiably Hallapora), Bivalve shell fragment
Cemented sand/shale fragments that did not break down
N/A
N/A
N/A

Assortment of grians, Light grey sandy fragments, Large amount of pyrite present
Some light grey sandy grains, Large amout of pyrite present
Assortment of grain sizes, All grey, Possiably a few pyrite grains
Assortment of grain sizes, Dark to light grey in color
Assortment of grain sizes, Dark to light grey in color
Assortment of grain sizes, Light grey are all flakey (possiable shell fragemnts), Smaller black grains, Pyrite
Assortment of grain sizes, All grey in color

Light grey, Unifrom in color and size
Light grey, Black, Small amout of pyrite, Unifrom in size
Grey, Unifrom in color and size
Light grey, Unifrom in color and size
Grey, Unifrom in color and size
Dark grey, Unifrom in color and size
Light grey to tan, Unifrom in color and size

Light grey to tan, Unifrom
Light grey to tan (claser to grey), Unifrom
Grey in color, Uniform
Grey in color, Uniform
Dark Grey in color, Uniform
Dark Grey in color, Uniform
Light grey, Uniform

BA-1
BA-2
BA-3
BA-4
BA-5
BA-6
BA-7

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Light grey grains, all similar size and color
Light grey grains, all similar size and color
Light grey grains, all similar size and color, Single pyrite grain
Light grey grains, all similar size and color
Assortment of grain sizes, Light grey in color with a few small black grains
Light grey to white grains, All similar size, 4 black grains present (possiably pyrite)
Light grey to white grains, All similar size, Single black grains present (pyrite)

Light grey to tan, Unifrom in color and size
Light grey to tan, Unifrom in color and size
Light grey to tan, Unifrom in color and size
Light grey to tan, Unifrom in color and size
Light grey to tan, Unifrom in color and size
Light grey to tan, Unifrom in color and size
Light grey to tan, Unifrom in color and size, Some black grains (possiably pyrite)

Light grey to tan, Unifrom
Light grey to tan, Unifrom
Light grey to tan, Unifrom
Light grey to tan, Unifrom
Light grey to tan, Unifrom
Light grey to tan, Unifrom
Light grey to tan, Unifrom

0-1
0-2
0-3
0-4
0-5
0-6
0-7

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
Single piece of chert

Light grey to white grains, all similar size and color
Light grey to white grains, all similar size and color, Multiple pyriye grains present
Light grey to tan grains, all similar size and color
Light grey to tan grains (closer to tan), all similar size and color
Light grey to tan grains (closer to tan), all similar size and color
Light grey to white grains, all similar size and color, Multiple pyriye grains present

Light grey to white, Uniform in color and size
Light grey to white, Uniform in color and size
Light grey to tan, Uniform in color and size
Light grey to tan (closer to tan), Uniform in color and size
Light grey to tan, Uniform in color and size
Light grey to tan, Uniform in color and size
Light grey to tan, Some black grains present, Uniform in size

Light grey to tan, Unifrom
Light grey to tan, Unifrom
Light grey to tan, Unifrom
Light grey to tan (Closer to tan), Unifrom
Light grey to tan, Unifrom
Light grey to tan, Unifrom
Dark grey to tan, Unifrom

J-1
J-2
J-3
J-4
J-5
J-6
J-7

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Light grey to white grains, all similar size and color
Light grey to white grains, all similar size and color
Light grey to white grains, all similar size and color, Multiple large pyriye grains present
Light grey to tan grains, all similar size and color, Multiple large pyriye grains present
Light grey to tan grains, all similar size and color, Multiple large pyriye grains present
Light grey to tan grains, all similar size and color
Light grey to tan grains, all similar size and color

Light grey to white, Uniform in color and size
Light grey to white, Uniform in color and size
Light grey to tan, Uniform in color and size
Light grey to tan, Uniform in color and size, Some grains floated when being filtered (these are higher up on the filter paper)
Light grey to tan, Uniform in color and size, Some grains floated when being filtered (these are higher up on the filter paper)
Light grey to tan, Uniform in color and size, Some grains floated when being filtered (these are higher up on the filter paper)
Light grey to tan, Uniform in color and size, Some grains floated when being filtered (these are higher up on the filter paper)

Light grey to tan, Unifrom
Light grey to tan, Unifrom
Light grey to tan, Unifrom
Light grey to tan (Closer to tan), Unifrom
Light grey to tan (Closer to tan), Unifrom
Light grey to tan, Unifrom
Light grey to tan, Unifrom
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